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We conduct an Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) to test the ability of geostationary
satellite measurements of ozone in different spectral regions to constrain surface ozone concentrations
through data assimilation. Our purpose is to deﬁne instrument requirements for the NASA GEO-CAPE
geostationary air quality mission over North America. We consider instruments using different spectral combinations of UV (290e340 nm), Vis (560e620 nm), and thermal IR (TIR, 9.6 mm). Hourly ozone
data from the MOZART global 3-D chemical transport model (CTM) are taken as the “true” atmosphere to
be sampled by the instruments for July 2001. The resulting synthetic data are assimilated in the GEOSChem CTM using a Kalman ﬁlter. The MOZART and GEOS-Chem CTMs have independent heritages and
use different assimilated meteorological data sets for the same period, making for an objective OSSE. We
show that hourly observations of ozone from geostationary orbit improve the assimilation considerably
relative to daily observation from low earth orbit, and that broad observation over the ocean is
unnecessary if the objective is to constrain surface ozone distribution over land. We also show that there
is little propagation of ozone information from the free troposphere to the surface, so that instrument
sensitivity in the boundary layer is essential. UV þ Vis and UV þ TIR spectral combinations improve
greatly the information on surface ozone relative to UV alone. UV þ TIR is preferable under highsensitivity conditions with strong thermal contrast at the surface, but UV þ Vis is preferable under
low-sensitivity conditions. Assimilation of data from a UV þ Vis þ TIR instrument reduces the GEOSChem error for surface ozone by a factor of two. Observation in the TIR is critical to obtain ozone
information in the upper troposphere relevant to climate forcing.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Ozone in the troposphere is of importance as a surface air
pollutant, as a greenhouse gas, and as the precursor of OH, the main
atmospheric oxidant. It is produced by photochemical oxidation of
carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in
the presence of nitrogen oxide radicals (NOx^NO þ NO2). These
precursors have both natural and anthropogenic sources. The
dependence of ozone production on its precursors is complex and
highly non-linear, and involves a continuum of time scales ranging
from milliseconds to years. Our limited understanding of the factors
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controlling tropospheric ozone is reﬂected by the inability of
current models to reproduce observed ozone trends over the past
century (Mickley et al., 2001; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2002),
including the past few decades (Fusco and Logan, 2003).
Over the past decade, observation of tropospheric ozone and its
precursors from space has become an increasingly powerful tool for
understanding the ozone budget (Martin, 2008). Current satellite
instruments provide reliable measurements of ozone, CO, NO2, and
formaldehyde (HCHO) (Fishman et al., 2008). The Aura satellite
includes direct measurements of tropospheric ozone by two
instruments measuring in different spectral regions: the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) in the thermal infrared (TIR)
(Beer, 2006) and the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) in the UV
(Levelt et al., 2006, Liu et al., 2010). Consistency between TES and
OMI measurements has been demonstrated (Zhang et al., 2010).
These data have been used to constrain models of tropospheric
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ozone, including the source from biomass burning (Bowman et al.
2008), intercontinental transport (Zhang et al., 2006), and greenhouse radiative forcing (Worden et al., 2008). Assimilation of TES
ozone has been found to signiﬁcantly improve modeled ozone
concentrations in the free troposphere over North America
(Parrington et al., 2008).
All satellite observations of tropospheric ozone and its precursors so far have been from sunsynchronous low earth orbit (LEO).
They provide a global view but the return time over a given location
is too long to track the low-altitude (boundary layer) variability
relevant to ozone air quality (Fishman et al., 2008). An instrument
in geostationary orbit could provide hourly data covering a continental scale (Campbell and Fishman, 2008), allowing monitoring of
the progression of pollution events and the diurnal evolution of
sources and chemistry. This would represent a transformative
development for observing air quality from space. GEO-CAPE
(Geostationary Coastal And Pollution Events), a NASA satellite
mission planned for launch in the next decade, holds much promise
in this regard (National Research Council (NRC), 2007). Parallel
plans for geostationary missions directed at air quality are presently underway in Europe (Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites, 2009) and in Korea (Lee et al., 2010).
Design of GEO-CAPE is at an early stage. The speciﬁc measurement requirements and observation strategy have not yet been
determined. An Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE)
framework is useful for this purpose. GEO-CAPE observations are
intended to be assimilated into models to improve understanding
of air quality and aid in its forecasting; an OSSE can address the
question of how much information these observations will actually
provide. In the OSSE framework, we generate synthetic ozone data
from a chemical transport model (CTM) to represent the “true”
atmosphere. We then examine the capability of different possible
instrument conﬁgurations and observing strategies to deliver on
the proposed scientiﬁc objectives through formal data assimilation
into an independent CTM taken as forward model. OSSEs are the
standard approach to quantify the potential beneﬁt of a proposed
observation platform toward a scientiﬁc goal (Lord et al., 1997). An
OSSE study by Edwards et al. (2009) previously showed that geostationary CO observations would be signiﬁcantly more effective
than LEO observations in improving the ability of models to
describe pollution events on a synoptic scale.
Here we present an OSSE for ozone air quality observations from
geostationary orbit over North America, focusing on the potential
capability of instruments measuring in different combinations of
spectral ranges: UV þ Visible (Vis), UV þ TIR, and UV þ Vis þ TIR. We
generate synthetic observations for July 2001 by having these different
instruments “observe” 3-D ozone ﬁelds from the MOZART CTM (Fiore
et al., 2011). These synthetic observations are then assimilated into the
GEOS-Chem CTM (Park et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009) and we quantify
how much information each instrument conﬁguration provides to
reduce the difference between GEOS-Chem and the “true” MOZART
atmosphere. The MOZART and GEOS-Chem CTMs have different
heritages and use different assimilated meteorological ﬁelds for the
same period, thus providing an OSSE with realistic error. Both are
global CTMs, which is necessary because smoothing errors from
satellite observations result in upper tropospheric information
(transported on a global scale) inﬂuencing the lower tropospheric
retrievals. They still have sufﬁcient horizontal resolution to describe
transport on synoptic scales, and sufﬁcient vertical resolution to
describe mass exchange between the free troposphere and the surface.
2. Ozone air quality measurements from GEO-CAPE
The NASA GEO-CAPE geostationary mission over North America
was recommended by the 2007 NRC Earth Science Decadal Survey

(NRC, 2007) as one of 14 top-priority satellite missions for NASA in
the coming decade. GEO-CAPE has both an air quality and a coastal
ecosystems component. Primary objectives of the air quality
component include the mapping of emissions for ozone and aerosol
precursors, the observation of ozone and aerosols with sensitivity
near the surface, and the quantiﬁcation of ozone and aerosol
radiative forcing.
A major challenge for GEO-CAPE is the measurement of ozone
with sensitivity near the surface. Direct satellite retrievals of tropospheric ozone have been made from solar backscattered UV spectra in
the HartleyeHuggins bands (290e340 nm) (Liu et al., 2005, 2010) and
from TIR emission in the 9.6 mm n3 band (Beer, 2006). These have poor
sensitivity in the boundary layer, in the UV because of molecular
scattering and in the TIR because of lack of thermal contrast. UV and
TIR instruments have similar vertical sensitivities for tropospheric
ozone as indicated by their averaging kernel matrices (Zhang et al.,
2010). Theoretical studies have suggested that boundary layer sensitivity to ozone could be improved by using multispectral approaches
involving UV þ TIR (Worden et al., 2007; Landgraf and Hasekamp,
2007) or UV plus the weak Vis Chappuis band (560e620 nm)
(Chance et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2005).
The retrieval sensitivity of vertical concentration proﬁles
retrieved from satellite spectra can be expressed as an averaging
kernel matrix A relating the retrieved proﬁle x0 to the true proﬁle x
and an a priori proﬁle xa:

x0 ¼ xa þ Aðx  xa Þ þ 3

(1)

where 3 is the random spectral measurement error (Rodgers, 2000).
Averaging kernel matrices for tropospheric ozone proﬁle retrievals
in the different spectral combinations described above have been
produced by the GEO-CAPE Simulation Team (Natraj et al.,
submitted for publication). We consider here clear-sky averaging
kernel matrices from four spectral combinations: UV, UV þ Vis,
UV þ TIR, and UV þ Vis þ TIR. The UV (290e340 nm) and Vis
(560e620 nm) candidate sensors each have a spectral resolution of
0.4 nm and a signal to noise ratio three times that of OMI. The TIR
(980e1070 cm1) sensor has a spectral resolution of 0.1 cm1 and
a signal to noise ratio three times that of TES. The averaging kernel
matrices used in this analysis do not include the impacts of clouds
and aerosols. Clouds and aerosols are expected to negatively impact
Vis channels most strongly, as well as having some impact in the UV
and TIR. Natraj et al. (submitted for publication) report multiple
cases for each instrument, based on assumed atmospheric conditions. We select from their work a high-sensitivity case and a lowsensitivity case to characterize the range of instrument performance and provide upper and lower bounds on the information
obtainable from geostationary observation. Sensitivity increases
with higher thermal contrast between the surface and the atmosphere, higher boundary layer ozone concentration, higher surface
albedo, and lower effective solar zenith angle.
Fig. 1 shows the rows of the averaging kernel matrices for the
high-sensitivity and low-sensitivity cases weighted by level thickness. Also shown are the degrees of freedom for signal (DOFS)
below given pressure levels. These are as given by Natraj et al.
(submitted for publication). Each line (row) gives the vertical
sensitivity of the ozone retrieval at a given level to the “true”
proﬁle. The DOFS are the number of independent pieces of information in the vertical provided by the retrieval, as determined from
the trace of the averaging kernel matrix. Sensitivity of UV retrievals
in the boundary layer is limited by air molecular scattering
(0.27e0.54 DOFS below 800 hPa). When combined with UV, the
Chappuis band adds information near the surface (0.64e0.77 DOFS
below 800 hPa). In the Chappuis band there is reduced molecular
scattering and ozone absorption is optically thin, resulting in better
transmission and an increased signal from the boundary layer. Both
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of surface ozone over eastern Massachusetts (42 N, 72 W, solid) and
southern California (34 N, 118 W, dashed) to integrated ozone production at different
altitudes, as computed from the GEOS-Chem adjoint model for 1e14 July 2006.

stronger over southern California. We conclude that the GEO-CAPE
instrument requires direct boundary layer sensitivity to constrain
surface ozone. Our result is consistent with a CTM tracer study in
support of the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI)
by Foret et al. (2009) which showed that on average only 7% of
ozone at 800e700 hPa over Europe reaches the surface. Parrington
et al. (2009) found that assimilation of TES free tropospheric ozone
into GEOS-Chem affected the simulation of boundary layer ozone
by 0e9 ppbv but did not systematically improve it.
3. OSSE framework

Fig. 1. Rows of typical averaging kernel matrices for theoretical retrievals of ozone
vertical proﬁles from geostationary ozone instruments in different spectral combinations: UV, UV þ Vis, UV þ TIR, and UV þ Vis þ TIR (Natraj et al., submitted for
publication). The color gradient from red to blue corresponds to retrievals at
different levels from surface air (red) to 200 hPa (blue). Results from a high-sensitivity
case (left) and a low-sensitivity case (right) are shown. Insets are the degrees of
freedom for signal (DOFS) for the atmospheric columns below 200, 800, and 900 hPa.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

the UV and the UV þ Vis retrievals provide more information in the
high-sensitivity case than in the low-sensitivity case due to greater
ozone concentrations in the boundary layer, higher surface albedo,
and better viewing geometry. Retrievals in the TIR depend on the
temperature contrast between the atmosphere and the surface as
well as ozone concentration. Temperature contrast gives proﬁle
information in the upper troposphere, reﬂected in the peaks in the
rows of the averaging kernels above 500 hPa for combinations
including the TIR. In the high-sensitivity case there is a strong
thermal contrast between the surface radiant (skin) temperature
and the air temperature, resulting in increased boundary layer
information from including the TIR (0.89 DOFS below 800 hPa). This
enhancement is not as strong in the low-sensitivity case (0.52 DOFS
below 800 hPa). For both cases the full UV þ Vis þ TIR combination
provides the maximum information (0.75e0.95 DOFS below
800 hPa).
We used the adjoint of the GEOS-Chem ozone simulation
(Henze et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009) to examine whether satellite
information on ozone in the free troposphere would help constrain
surface ozone through the forward propagation of information in
the model by atmospheric transport. Fig. 2 illustrates the average
sensitivity of surface ozone in eastern Massachusetts and southern
California to ozone production at different altitudes for two weeks
in July 2006. Most of the ozone in surface air is produced below
2 km altitude, although the sensitivity to the free troposphere is

Our OSSE uses the MOZART CTM to represent the “true” atmosphere and the GEOS-Chem CTM as the forward model, both
simulating the month of July 2001. Synthetic observations of the
“true” atmosphere are made for different instrument conﬁgurations using the clear-sky averaging kernel matrices of Fig. 1.
Comparing the model states without assimilation (a priori) and
with assimilation (a posteriori) to the concentrations from the
“true” atmosphere measures the information retrieved from the
instrument conﬁguration.
The GEOS-Chem simulation (v8-01-01) was previously described
by Wang et al. (2009) in a study of Canadian and Mexican inﬂuences
on US ozone air quality. It is driven by GEOS-3 assimilated meteorological data from the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation
Ofﬁce (GMAO) with 6-h temporal resolution. It includes a full
representation of tropospheric ozoneeNOxeVOCeaerosol chemistry over a nested North America domain with 1  1 horizontal
resolution (10 Ne60 N, 140 We40 W), nested within a global
domain with 4  5 horizontal resolution. It has 48 vertical levels,
including 9 levels below 2 km and 17 levels below 10 km. It uses the
Synoz ﬂux boundary condition for the ozone source from the
stratosphere (McLinden et al., 2000) For the purpose of the OSSE,
ozone concentrations above the tropopause are replaced with
MOZART values as described below.
For our “true” state we use hourly archived data from the
MOZART-2 CTM (Fiore et al., 2011) driven by assimilated meteorological data from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) with 1.8  1.8 horizontal resolution and 28 vertical
levels (8 below 2 km, 17 below 10 km). This version of MOZART uses
a modiﬁed version of the Synoz ﬂux boundary condition for the
ozone source from the stratosphere. The data are horizontally
averaged on the 1  1 GEOS-Chem model grid. MOZART has
a separate development heritage from GEOS-Chem and uses
different driving meteorological ﬁelds, chemical mechanisms, and
emission inventories. There is little commonality in any aspect
of the tropospheric models, which is an important attribute for our
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OSSE study. The coarse horizontal resolution of MOZART means
that our OSSE cannot test the ability of GEO-CAPE to constrain
urban-scale features and mesoscale transport of ozone. However,
our focus here is on vertical sensitivity.
Fig. 3 shows the maximum daily 8-h average (MDA8) ozone
concentrations in the lower free troposphere (700 hPa) and in
surface air for each model for July 2001. GEOS-Chem is higher than
MOZART in the free troposphere over most of the domain. At the
surface the patterns tends to reverse, with MOZART higher than
GEOS-Chem over much of the US Northeast and Midwest. Thus the
vertical gradients of ozone differ greatly between the two models,
presenting the OSSE with a challenging test. Gradient reversals
between the free troposphere and the surface are consistent with
our results in Fig. 2 showing boundary layer ozone to be primarily
constrained by production below 2 km.
We generate synthetic geostationary observations from the
MOZART “true” atmosphere by sampling the hourly daytime
vertical proﬁles over the whole domain with the averaging kernel
matrices given in Fig. 1. We do not sample at night, as UV þ Vis
observations are not available and TIR observations have less
information than in daytime. We also omit scenes with cloud
fraction >0.3 (as given by the GEOS-3 meteorology). Gaussian
random error is added to the synthetic observations to simulate
spectral measurement error (instrument noise 3 in eq. (1)) as given
by Natraj et al. (submitted for publication). As the GEO-CAPE
footprint (w8 km) is much ﬁner than the GEOS-Chem resolution
(w100 km), the instrument error is reduced by the square root of
the number of observations available for the corresponding GEOSChem grid square. In the OSSE framework we assimilate the
synthetic observations of the “true” state into the forward model, as
we would do with actual data, to correct the mismatch between the
“true” and a priori states. We do this sequentially by using a Kalman
ﬁlter following Khattatov et al. (2000). A Kalman ﬁlter provides the
best estimate of the state at a given time step using measurements
at that time step and a priori information from previous time steps
of the model (Rodgers, 2000). We apply the ﬁlter iteratively at
successive observation time steps to update the model state.

At an observation time step t we combine the local synthetic
observed ozone proﬁle x0t (from eq. (1)) with the model ozone
^t :
proﬁle xat to ﬁnd the a posteriori ozone concentration x

^ t ¼ xat þ Gt ðx0t  Kt xat Þ
x

(2)

where Kt is the observation operator at time step t which maps the
true state to the observed state. This represents the measurement
process and in our case is the instrument averaging kernel matrix,
assumed to be invariant (Kt ¼ A). Gt is the Kalman gain matrix
given by:


1
Gt ¼ Sat KT KSat KT þ S3

(3)

The gain matrix determines the relative weight given to the
observations and the model. It depends on the error covariance
matrices for the observations S3 ¼ [33T] and for the model Sat. Above
the tropopause we replace the GEOS-Chem simulated proﬁles with
the synthetic retrievals so that the innovation term x0t  Kt xat is
solely determined by the tropospheric simulation. We used this
method in the past to avoid having stratospheric errors in GEOSChem affect model comparisons with satellite data for tropospheric ozone (Zhang et al., 2006).
The model error Sa0 is initialized using the Relative Residual
Error (RRE) method (Palmer et al., 2003; Heald et al., 2004) by
comparing GEOS-Chem ozone proﬁles to colocated ozonesonde
measurements for 2006 (Zhang et al., 2010). We ﬁnd that the RRE of
GEOS-Chem ozone is 25% on an annual global basis and 29% for
North America in summer, with no signiﬁcant vertical dependence.
We use 29% to specify the initial model error variances. The spatial
model error covariance is parameterized by an exponential length
scale as in Khattatov et al. (2000), with a length scale of 1 km in the
vertical and 100 km in the horizontal.
The model error covariance is reduced by the data assimilation
at each observation time step:
_

S

t

¼ ðI  Gt Kt ÞSat

(4)

Fig. 3. Mean 8-h daily maximum ozone concentrations for July 2001 at 700 hPa and in surface air. Left panels show values from the MOZART CTM used as the “true” atmosphere in
our OSSE. Right panels show the a priori values from the GEOS-Chem CTM.
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the ozone concentration error in GEOS-Chem relative to
MOZART, as determined by comparing GEOS-Chem and MOZART ﬁelds in simulations
with a common initialization at 0 GMT on July 1 2001. The error statistics are measured
by the relative root-mean-square error (RRMSE) for the concentration ﬁelds sampled
over the North America domain. Results (solid) are ﬁtted to an exponential function
(dashed) for application to model error growth in our Kalman ﬁlter. The exponential ﬁt
gives an asymptotic error of 24% approached on a time scale of 12 h.

_

where S t is the _updated model error covariance matrix. The
diagonal terms of S t are transported as tracers in GEOS-Chem to
the next time step and are augmented by a model error variance
reﬂecting the time-dependent divergence of the model from the
true state. We quantiﬁed this time-dependent error growth in
a separate test comparing MOZART and GEOS-Chem evolution
of ozone concentrations, starting from identical initial tropospheric
ozone ﬁelds at 0 GMT on 1 July, 2001. Results in Fig. 4 show an exponential relaxation of the model relative root-mean-square error
(RRMSE) with time for the simulation of ozone concentrations in
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the ensemble of tropospheric model grid-boxes over North America. The asymptotic RRMSE (24%) is approached on a time scale of
12 h following initialization. The agreement between this asymptotic value and the GEOS-Chem RRE in comparison to ozonesonde
data indicates that differences between GEOS-Chem and MOZART
are consistent with expected model errors relative to observations.
This is an important check on the quality of the OSSE.
We checked the good behavior of our Kalman ﬁlter by comparing
the mean and variance of our calculated innovation terms x0t  Kt xat
to theoretical statistical predictions following Rodgers (2000).
Theoretically, the innovation should be a normally distributed
random variable with a mean equal to the model bias (here GEOSChem vs. MOZART) and a covariance equal to KSat KT þ S3 . We ﬁnd
that this is indeed the case.
4. Performance of different instrument conﬁgurations
Here we examine the ability of different instrument conﬁgurations and observing modes to constrain surface ozone over the US
domain (25 Ne50 N, 125 We65 W, land only). We use as our
comparison metric the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) of MDA8
ozone. The RMSE is computed only over the US, but observations
are assimilated over the entire North America nested domain
(10 Ne60 N, 140 We40 W) unless otherwise speciﬁed.
We ﬁrst examine the value of making observations from geostationary vs. LEO. This is done using two simulations. In the ﬁrst, we
assimilate observations once daily at 1300 local time (LEO). In the
second, we assimilate observations once per hour during the daytime
(geostationary orbit). Both simulations use the same averaging kernel
matrix from the high-sensitivity case for the UV þ Vis þ TIR instrument (Fig. 1). Both are initialized on July 1 with the a priori GEOSChem ozone ﬁelds. Fig. 5 shows the a priori bias and a posteriori
bias in MDA8 ozone averaged over July 2001 for each 1  1 grid

Fig. 5. Mean bias for July 2001 in MDA8 surface ozone concentrations between the GEOS-Chem model and the MOZART model taken as the “true” atmosphere. The top panel shows
the a priori bias before assimilation. The bottom panels show the model biases after assimilation of synthetic observations from the “true” atmosphere on a daily basis simulating
a LEO instrument (left) and on an hourly basis simulating a geostationary instrument (right). The synthetic observations are for daytime only and assume a UV þ Vis þ TIR
instrument under high-sensitivity conditions (Fig. 1). Error statistics for the contiguous US are given as the root-mean-square error (RMSE).
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Fig. 7. Time series of MDA8 surface ozone at Pittsburgh (40 N, 80 W) in July 2001 for
the “true” state, the model a priori, and the model a posteriori with assimilated
UV1bservations.

A goal for the GEO-CAPE mission is to improve air quality
mapping and forecasts on daily time scales. Fig. 7 shows a typical
July time series of MDA8 surface ozone at Pittsburgh for the “true”
state, the model a priori, and the model a posteriori with assimilated
UV þ Vis þ IR observations from the high-sensitivity case. The
assimilation greatly improves the ability of the model to reproduce
the daily variability in MDA8 surface ozone (a posteriori R2 ¼ 0.84
vs. a priori R2 ¼ 0.52). Of particular interest is the ability of the
assimilation to capture ozone exceedances of the current US air
quality standard of 75 ppbv. During July, the “true” state for Pittsburgh experiences 19 days with MDA8 ozone greater than 75 ppbv.
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Fig. 6. Ability of geostationary ozone measurements in different spectral combinations
to constrain the ozone surface air concentration over the US. The ﬁgure shows the
root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 8-h maximum daily average (MDA8) ozone over the
continental US in July 2001 relative to the “true” state deﬁned by the MOZART model.
The a priori error from the GEOS-Chem simulation is compared to the a posteriori
errors after assimilation of observations from instruments in the different spectral
combinations, for the high-sensitivity (red) and low-sensitivity (blue) cases of Fig. 1.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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square. The a priori RMSE is 8.0 ppbv ozone. The hourly observations
reduce the RMSE by 54% as compared to a 19% reduction by the daily
observations. We see that the hourly observations enabled by geostationary orbit allow the model to much better capture the magnitude and spatial distribution of surface ozone.
One question in GEO-CAPE design is whether observing over the
ocean would improve information on US air quality. In a separate
simulation, we assimilate hourly UV þ Vis þ TIR ozone observations
as above, except with observations only over land scenes. We ﬁnd that
removing ocean scenes from the observing domain does not signiﬁcantly impact the general ability to constrain surface ozone over the
US domain (2% increase of ozone RMSE). Although there is clearly
a need to extend geostationary observations some distance offshore
to improve information for coastal areas (an issue that we cannot
investigate at the horizontal resolution of our OSSE), we do not ﬁnd
a broader beneﬁt of ocean observations for constraining US ozone air
quality. Synoptic-scale recirculation of continental air masses transported offshore has occasionally been found to contribute to regional
pollution episodes in the eastern US, but once these air masses are
advected back over land domain they would be observed and
assimilated into the model.
We now investigate the effectiveness of various spectral combinations. We simulate daytime hourly observations in the UV,
UV þ Vis, UV þ TIR, and UV þ Vis þ TIR, for both the high-sensitivity
and low-sensitivity cases. These two cases can be viewed as representing upper and lower bounds respectively for the information
achievable from the observations. The spatial pattern of the correction
is similar in each case to that in Fig. 5, so that we use the RMSE as
a single comparison statistic as described above. Fig. 6 shows the
RMSE of MDA8 ozone over the US for all of the spectral combinations
and cases simulated. In the low-sensitivity case, the UV only observations (with an improved OMI-like instrument) provide a small
correction, reducing the RMSE by 12% relative to the a priori. The full
UV þ Vis þ TIR observations, on the other hand, remove half the
a priori RMSE. In this low-sensitivity case, adding the TIR to the UV
provides less corrective power (34% reduction in RMSE) than adding
the Vis (41% reduction). The relative beneﬁt of the different combinations is different in the high-sensitivity case, where thermal
contrast is stronger. While the effectiveness of the UV þ Vis instrument changes little, the TIR adds much more information near the
surface than it did in the low-sensitivity case, reducing the RMSE by
an additional 17%. In this scenario, the UV þ TIR instrument is almost
as successful as the UV þ Vis þ TIR instrument in correcting the
a priori error.

Ozone (ppbv)
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Fig. 8. Ability of geostationary ozone measurements in different spectral combinations
to constrain the vertical proﬁle of tropospheric ozone. The ﬁgure shows the rootmean-square error (RMSE) of ozone concentrations over the continental US vs. altitude in July 2001 relative to the “true” atmosphere deﬁned by the MOZART model. The
a priori error from the GEOS-Chem simulation is compared to the a posteriori errors
after assimilation of observations from instruments in the different spectral combinations. Results are for the high-sensitivity case of Fig. 1.
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In comparison, the model a priori model only has 7 exceedances,
while the model a posteriori has 13 exceedances. There are no false
positives. Over the US the “true” state experiences 4250 MDA8
ozone exceedances during July. The model a priori has 3513 false
negatives and 288 false positives, while the model a posteriori has
2221 false negatives (37% fewer) and 49 false positives (83% fewer).
Better quantifying ozone climate forcing and its relationship to
sources is also a GEO-CAPE objective. This requires sensitivity to the
middle and upper troposphere where ozone climate forcing is most
efﬁcient. Fig. 8 shows the vertical proﬁles of the ozone RMSE for
each spectral combination, averaged over the US domain. The
inﬂuence of stratospheric air is minimized by design of the OSSE
(Section 3). Results are shown for the high-sensitivity case: the
vertical information content is similar in the low-sensitivity case
except near the surface (Fig. 1). Observing in the UV alone reduces
model error most efﬁciently in the middle troposphere between 2
and 5 km, least efﬁciently in the upper troposphere and near the
surface. Adding Vis coverage signiﬁcantly reduces the error near
the surface but not at higher altitudes. Adding TIR coverage reduces
the error both near the surface and in the upper troposphere,
though it has little effect between 2 and 5 km. UV þ Vis þ TIR does
not add signiﬁcant information relative to UV þ TIR, though we
have seen previously that Vis is effective in reducing error at the
surface for the low-sensitivity case.
5. Summary
We conducted an observing system simulation experiment
(OSSE) to determine the instrument requirements for geostationary
satellite observations of ozone air quality in the US. Our aim was to
inform the design of the NASA GEO-CAPE mission planned for
launch by NASA in the 2020 time frame. We considered combinations of UV (HartleyeHuggins bands), Vis (Chappuis band), and TIR
(9.6 mm n3 band) spectral regions for the candidate ozone instruments. While UV and TIR retrievals have been used before for ozone
measurements from LEO, they lack sensitivity in the boundary layer
which is important for air quality. The Chappuis band can provide
this sensitivity. A sensitivity simulation with the adjoint of the
GEOS-Chem model shows that most of the ozone in polluted areas
of the US in summer is produced within the boundary layer,
emphasizing the importance of sensitivity in that region.
Our OSSE framework uses 3-D hourly archives of ozone
concentrations from the MOZART chemical transport model (CTM)
for July 2001 as a “true” atmosphere to be sampled by the candidate
instruments. We assimilate these pseudo-observations into the
GEOS-Chem CTM for that month using a Kalman ﬁlter. The MOZART
and GEOS-Chem CTMs have very different heritages and use
different assimilated meteorological data sets, making for an
objective OSSE. The error statistics between GEOS-Chem and
MOZART are similar to those between GEOS-Chem and ozonesonde
observations, further conﬁrming the quality of this OSSE framework.
Our OSSE results indicate that hourly daytime observations of
ozone achievable from geostationary orbit provide much better
constraints on surface ozone than LEO daily observations. We also ﬁnd
that the geostationary observing domain can be limited to the North
American continent if the measurement objective is to constrain US
ozone air quality, as observations over adjacent oceans provide little
additional information. We ﬁnd that multispectral observations
provide much more information for surface ozone air quality than UV
only. A UV þ TIR combination is successful for high-sensitivity
conditions with strong thermal contrast at the surface, but a UV þ Vis
combination performs better under low-sensitivity conditions.
A UV þ Vis þ TIR combination corrects half of the a priori error in
surface ozone. Observation in the TIR is critical to obtain ozone
information in the upper troposphere relevant to climate forcing.
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As part of calculating error covariance matrices for ozone data
assimilation, we examined the time-dependent growth of the
difference in surface air ozone concentrations simulated by GEOSChem and MOZART following common initialization. We ﬁnd that
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the two models reaches its asymptotic value (24%) on a time scale of only 12 h. This
means that ozone data assimilation in our OSSE environment
would not enable useful air quality forecasts.
Our OSSE framework provides a general facility for addressing
measurement requirements for GEO-CAPE. A limitation of the
present study is the use of invariant averaging kernel matrices for
the different instrument conﬁgurations. Our high-sensitivity and
low-sensitivity cases can be viewed as providing upper and lower
bounds for the information achievable from geostationary observation. We will improve in future work by using variable averaging
kernel matrices responding to changes in environmental conditions. Shortcomings from using a coarse-scale “truth” model will be
addressed in future work by using a regional CTM as the “truth”
state. We will also examine the usefulness of complementary
satellite measurements of other species (CO, NO2, HCHO) for constraining surface ozone.
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